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Keynote: Gaining 10x in Power Efficiency in the Next
Decade in Consumer Products
Gerd Teepe (GLOBALFOUNDRIES), Philippe Magarshack (STMicroelectronics)

Abstract
Analog/RF design is becoming digital, through accurate CAD modeling of RF effects, and compensation in digital. At the
same time, nergy-efficient Digital is becoming Analog, thanks to elaborate CAD-enabled design techniques like wellbiasing, power-switches, over-/under-voltage, etc. In Analog/RF, improving the energy efficiency of consumer systems will
be based on sensing continuously the system environment and tailoring the emitted power dynamically. Similarly in
Digital, very-fine-grain closed-loop Dynamic-Voltage-Frequency-Scaling (DVFS) will enable to consume power only when
and where required. Concurrently, heterogeneous co-design CAD methods will allow a holistic approach to energy
efficiency, taking into consideration not only the IC with its system design architecture, but also its packaging and power
source, and possibly the antenna.
Finally, a tailored advanced CMOS process will provide tuned transistors and passive components to enable the digital
and analog design solutions needed, in conjunction with TSVs enabling optimized heterogeneous 3D stacking
capabilities. A new generation of EDA tools, providing a holistic view of the system, will enable the complete system
optimization and a 10x power efficiency gain.
In Europe, the Grenoble-Dresden Clusters are uniquely positioned to address the above challenges with a complete set of
worldclass industrial and academic research facilities in advanced CMOS, 3D-stacking, design, system architectures and
EDA.
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